[The effect of a reference electrode on the configuration of somatosensory evoked potentials].
Early somatosensory evoked potentials to median nerve stimulation were recorded in 6 normal adults from the scalp and the neck. Simultaneous derivations consisted of a recording with a cephalic reference, recordings of both electrodes with a noncephalic reference and an arithmetically subtraction of these potentials. The electrodes were placed over the scalp (P4'), the lower and the upper neck and the reference electrodes over the midfrontal region (Fz), both ears (M1/2) and the contralateral hand. P15/P16 in the P4'-Fz derivation had no identity to the far field potentials (FFP) P13/P14 recorded from the scalp with hand reference. FFP P9 and P11 from the ear lobes was abolished in the P4'-M1/2 derivation and the residual positive waves corresponded to P13 and P14. None of the electrodes picked up a wave equivalent to P15 regardless of the reference electrode. In the neck (CV 7) - scalp derivation NSEP9, 13 and 14 corresponded to the FFP P9, 13 and 14. NSEP11 differed in latency from P11 and N11. There was no latency shift from the lower (CV 7) to the upper (CV 2) neck. NSEP9 and 11 was enhanced in amplitude from CV 7, which resulted from different polarities (N11/P11) over CV 7 and CV 2. These results indicate the necessarity of potential analysis with respect to the activity of the recording electrodes.